Edwin E. salpeter was a towering figure in twentieth-century astrophysics. among his major scientific accomplishments is his 1955 paper 'the luminosity function and stellar evolution', where he first derived the empirical stellar initial mass function and estimated the probability for the creation of stars of given mass at a particular time, known as the salpeter initial mass function. Just before this major achievement he had explained how giant stars burn helium to form carbon in the triple-alpha process, in which three helium nuclei combine to form carbon. this crucial step opened the path for the formation of elements as heavy as iron in the core of the stars. salpeter showed the way to put physics into astronomy, and astrophysics has made enormous strides to understand the Universe. He once observed that most successful scientists are golf players; that is, they map out their own strategy and then write a unified theory. salpeter said that he belonged to the minority of scientists who are ping-pong players that react to influences from outside players. this approach made salpeter a generalist.
He entered Birmingham University in the fall of 1946 and was a student under rudolf peierls Frs. His research was centred on quantum electrodynamics, but he also worked on nuclear physics problems. in England in the postwar years salpeter benefited by interacting with the very distinguished physicists of the time, including werner Heisenberg, Hans Bethe, wolfgang pauli, paul dirac and robert Oppenheimer, and with Fred Hoyle, Herman Bondi and tommy Gold, all of whom were either current or future members of the royal society. He apparently once asked a physics question of pauli, who answered, 'i don't know how people can be sO stupid', but then gave a real answer patiently and in detail. pauli was known to be so very direct.
salpeter became close friends with Bondi, Hoyle and Gold and was initially in favour of their steady-state theory versus the Big Bang. He tried to salvage the steady state from the deluge of new data from the microwave background, but the data finally won.
in 1949, after having received his phd degree, he moved to Cornell University in ithaca, new York, as a research associate to work with Hans Bethe. He spent the remainder of his career at Cornell, where he eventually became the J. G. white distinguished professor in the physical sciences. in 1950 he married Miriam ('Mika') Mark, who later became a professor in neurobiology at Cornell. soon they had two daughters, Judy and shelley. Mika died in 2000 after a short illness, and salpeter subsequently married antonia (lhamo) shouse.
in his early days at Cornell, quantum electrodynamics was an exciting new frontier being explored by richard Feynman (ForMemrs 1965), Freeman dyson (Frs 1952) and others. salpeter enjoyed telling the story of a long calculation of fourth-order vacuum polarization that he, dyson and a graduate student, Michel Baranger, carried out independently. when the results were compared, salpeter and dyson agreed, but the student had a different answer and it turned out that the student was correct.
in the summer of 1953 salpeter participated in the ann arbor summer school (Michigan symposium on astrophysics). there he met senior astronomers such as walter Baade, leo Goldberg, allan sandage (ForMemrs 2001) and George Gamow. salpeter recalls that he observed but did not emulate Gamow's example of drinking vodka out of a water pitchereven before lunch. at these meetings salpeter discussed hydrogen and helium burning in stars, and reactions between carbon and oxygen in more evolved stars.
in his research career Ed salpeter published more than 350 scientific papers spanning a wide range of topics in physics, astrophysics and neurobiology. He was a generalist and found it easy to apply scientific knowledge from one subdiscipline of physics to another and from the field of physics to other subjects. among his most famous works is the 1951 Bethe-salpeter equation, which is a combination of special relativity with quantum mechanics. in 1957 together with Bethe he published a detailed monograph on quantum mechanics that is still being used today. in the 1950s salpeter became interested in nuclear astrophysics and studied the energy-producing reactions in red giant stars. Beginning in 1951, he started spending the summers at the California institute of technology working with willy Fowler at the Kellogg radiation laboratory, where he was motivated to think about nuclear astrophysics; as mentioned above, he showed that one could form carbon atoms by having a beryllium atom absorb a helium atom, and thus opened the possibilities of nucleosynthesis of the heavier elements in the core of the stars. later, Fred Hoyle suggested that carbon must have a resonant energy level to speed up this process. willy Fowler at California institute of technology was then able to verify this prediction experimentally. still in the 1950s salpeter calculated how many massive stars were born and have died over the lifetime of our galaxy and from this he derived the initial mass function for star formation (birth-rate function of stars) that has become one of his most famous scientific results.
in 1958 Bill Gordon, an electrical engineer at Cornell University, proposed to build the arecibo ionospheric Observatory in puerto rico to study incoherent backscatter of radio waves from the free electrons in the ionized upper atmosphere. in a 1960 paper, 'Electron density fluctuations in a plasma', salpeter showed that the backscatter would give a frequency shift related to the plasma frequency. this turned out to be a convenient way to measure the electron density in laboratory plasma and has had numerous applications ever since.
in a 1964 paper, 'accretion of interstellar matter by massive objects', salpeter showed that gas accreting onto a black hole is an effective source of radiant energy. the paradigm that quasars were accreting black holes is now well accepted, and models based on this idea allow the observational study of these enigmatic objects. He also explained how molecules form on interstellar dust grains. Molecular hydrogen in the galaxy is thought to be formed largely by this mechanism. with the late John Bahcall he predicted the sharp absorption lyman alpha lines in the spectra of quasars. with dave stevenson (Frs 1993) he studied the questions of solubility, nucleation of droplets, and gravitational separation of helium and hydrogen in the major planets.
in the late 1970s and beyond, salpeter was attracted to the study of galaxies, galaxy groups, dark matter and binary galaxies, in the course of which he collaborated with his radio-astronomy colleagues and their students. He collaborated with this author and his students (29 co-authored papers) to study the physical parameters of the interstellar diffuse matter using 21 cm neutral hydrogen observations made with the arecibo radiotelescope. Many times during our research meetings Ed would try to describe some very complicated process and my students and i would pretend to understand him, yet always later it was clear that Ed had the correct intuition.
salpeter was a generalist with incredible insight who enjoyed switching fields and working on various different topics. in his later years he worked with his daughter shelley (a physician) in medicine and infectious diseases, and collaborated with her on epidemiology and statistical analysis of clinical trials. some of this work also involved his grandson, nicholas Buckley. He also continued his wife's work (after her death in 2000) in neurobiology.
in 1984 we celebrated Ed's 60th birthday with a major symposium at Cornell University, where more than 300 scientists from all over the world came to celebrate him and his science. i was then chair of the department, and i recall that we had to change banquet halls three times as the number of registered participants kept increasing. among the speakers were willy Fowler, Hans Bethe, John Bahcall, Kip thorne, Martin (now lord) rees (prs 2005-2010), Vera rubin, riccardo Giacconi, philip Morrison and Freeman dyson. in 1986 the proceedings of this meeting were published in a book titled Highlights of modern astrophysics: concepts and controversies, edited by s. shapiro and s. teukolsky. the foreword of this book was written by the late Cornell cosmologist thomas Gold, who related how he first met salpeter: in 1949 i spent an afternoon walking through the backs of the colleges in Cambridge (the real Cambridge, as they call it), with an austro-australian postdoc, discussing such matters as the origin of the universe, the nature of fundamental particles, and the progress in mathematical physics and chatting about many of the personalities of the day involved in those subjects. My visitor had come from Birmingham, where his studies were being guided by the great physicist rudi peierls. He was visiting Cambridge to broaden his acquaintance with the British science in physics, and he expressed a certain interest also in astronomy.
My recollection of this meeting, and of the discussion, is very clear in one respect. He was a young man who gave me the impression of being a simple austrian country boy, and yet it became evident from his conversation that he had acquired considerable knowledge and sophistication in physics, and he clearly had gained access to the inner circles of physics in England. i have come since to realize that it is just this unpretentious attitude (without having much to be unpretentious about!) which is the hallmark of Ed salpeter, and which has made him a pleasant colleague and collaborator, and such an attractive teacher.
in 2004 a special symposium was organized by his students and colleagues near siena, italy, to celebrate the 50 years of Ed's publication of the initial mass function that coincided with his 80th birthday. the symposium proceedings, The initial mass function: 50 years later, was dedicated to Ed: '[F]rom whom we have learned so much, to his insight and friendship'. during his long career, salpeter had many offers from major research universities to establish theoretical physics groups and also to become chair of major physics departments. in all such cases, at the end he refused to move from Cornell even though he complained that the academic salaries were low. the only advantage he and his wife could see was that with a higher salary they could afford to have pure maple syrup rather than the cheaper imitation kind. in fact every time we had pancakes at his house we always had pure maple syrup.
during his academic career salpeter mentored more than 50 graduate students, including Hubert reeves, Bruce tarter, Vahe petrosian, Gilles Beaudet, robert Gould, nicholas Krall, Bruce draine, david stevenson, Hugh van Horn, david Hollenbach, Kris davidson, richard lovelace, allen Boozer, paul Joss, George Helou, Jonathan Katz, nathan Krumm, william newman, lars Bildsten, lyle Hoffman and Edvige Corbelli.
during his teaching career salpeter taught primarily graduate courses, including stellar structure and interstellar matter. He was an enthusiastic teacher. although he could fill large blackboards with long equations if needed, his intuition was most often expressed in terms of order-of-magnitude estimates. One of his favourite questions was: 'what dimensionless number is unity in this regime?' students would rarely ask questions because few were able to follow what he was talking about. One had to go home and spend hours in order to derive even a simple equation that salpeter had taken for granted. i also recall that when collaborating with salpeter and with our students in research, often he would write a section of the paper that neither i nor our students would be able to follow. in one paper the Astrophysical Journal's referees were not able to follow a section that he wrote, and the paper was published without that section. three years later, when we had much more data, it was evident that what we were seeing was what salpeter had concluded in the section that was omitted. His deep insight was almost frightening.
when in town salpeter rarely missed any physics or astronomy colloquia. the speakers were aware of his presence and were always careful not to make unjustified assumptions. Yet salpeter would normally ask very simple questions at the colloquia; it was later when talking with the visitors one on one in his office that he would ask the very embarrassing questions. this was unlike tommy Gold, who was also usually present at the colloquia. tommy would stop the speaker halfway through a sentence and describe his new theory from the data the visitor was showing.
salpeter was not born to be an academic administrator, and he knew it. Yet for a short period of time he agreed to be the director of Cornell's Center for radiophysics and space research that tommy Gold had founded in 1959. One day he forgot his very old brown leather briefcase in my office, and remembered it three days later. Once at a lunch meeting he unintentionally proceeded to eat the apple of the person sitting next to him. He was appointed to many committees and boards and was a member of JasOn, doing classified defence work. He analysed the antiballistic missile defence programmes in the 1960s and debunked various aBMd (aEGis Ballistic Missile defense) schemes. He resigned from JasOn after it became clear that the United states was getting involved in the Vietnam war. He was a member of the national science Board (the board of the national science Foundation) from 1978 to 1984.
among his many honours, the swedish royal academy of sciences presented him with its Crafoord prize, shared with Fred Hoyle (1997). He also received the Gold Medal of the royal astronomical society in the UK (1973), the J. r. Oppenheimer Memorial prize (1974), the H. n. russell lectureship of the american astronomical society (1974), the Catherine Bruce Medal of the astronomical society of the pacific (1987), and the dirac Memorial Medal (1996) . He was also awarded dsc degrees from the University of Chicago, Case western reserve University, sydney University, and the University of new south wales. in 1967 he was elected to the national academy of sciences.
in his long and spectacularly productive life Ed salpeter remained a modest person who loved to have a good time-on the ski slopes or throwing large parties at his home. He also enjoyed listening to music and all the famous operas. He enjoyed working closely with his many graduate students, who have been deeply inspired by his keen intuition in physics and astrophysics. He died of leukaemia on 26 november 2008 at his home in ithaca, new York.
we all respected him and we loved him. He was a towering figure in physics and astrophysics. acknowledgements the frontispiece photograph was taken in about 1995 by Cornell University photography and is reproduced with permission.
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